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Abstract 
We deal with integral representation problems of the Bessel form. Suitable formulations are obtained, but they are not 
proved for all values of the parameter. Generalizations to modified classical forms are possible. 
O. Introduction 
The history of the Bessel form is more tortured than that of other classical forms. The reason is 
certainly the fact that the Bessel form is not positive definite for any value of the parameter. The 
problem was to find a weight function, defined on the real axis, with respect o which the Bessel 
polynomials would be orthogonal. Several authors have given an integral representation through 
a distribution [7, 3] or an ultradistribution [5]. 
Here, we propose an integral representation through a true function as a consequence of the 
semi-classical character of the Bessel form: For another representation through a function, 
see [1]. 
1. An integral representation for semi-classical forms: the Bessel case 
Let ~ be the vectorial space of complex polynomials and let ~ '  its dual. Let us recall 
the definition of a semi-classical form. The form u e ~'  will be called semi-classical if it satisfies 
(cf. [9]) 
(1) u is regular and 
(2) there exist two polynomials @ and ~b such that 
D(~u)+Ou=O (~monic,  deg0>~l) .  (1.1) 
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Let u be a semi-classical form satisfying Eq. (1.1). We are looking for an integral representation f u, 
considering 
f? (u,f} = U(x)f(x)dx, feN,  (1.2) 
where we suppose the function U to be absolutely continuous on ~, with rapid decay and 
derivative U'. From (1.1), we obtain 
((+vr 
J oo 
Hence, from the assumptions on U, the following conditions hold 
¢J(x)U(x)f(x)]+_ °° = O, f e~,  (1.3) o0 
f +oo((OU), + qsU)f(x)dx = 0, fe~.  (1.4) - -OO 
Condition (1.4) implies 
(OU)' + ~U - 29, (1.5) 
where 2 4:0 is arbitrary and g is a locally integrable function with rapid decay representing the 
null-form 
f+~x"g(x)dx=O, n > ~ O . _  (1.6) 
Reciprocally, if U is a solution of (1.5) verifying the hypotheses above, then (1.3) and (1.4) are 
fulfilled and (1.2) defines a form u which is a solution of (1.1). But, is this solution correct for our 
problem? 
Now, we must show that the form so-constructed is not identical to the null-form which is always 
a solution of Eq. (1.1). Precisely, the problem is to prove 
f~U(x)dx4:0 ,_  (1.7) 
which is also a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the regularity of u. 
1.1. Examples of some functions g representing the null-form 
The fundamental example is given by the Stieltjes function [13]: 
0, x ~< 0, (1.8) 
s(x)= exp(_xl/4)sinxl/4, x>0.  
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More generally, consider the integrals [2] 
fo ~ F (p) sin (pO) xp- I e -~ sin (mx) dx - (a 2 + m2)p/2 , p, a, m > O, (1.9) 
fO °° xp- 1 e-aX cos (mx) dx - F(p) cos (pO) (a 2 + m2)p/2 , p, a, m > O, (1.10) 
with sin 0 = m/r, cos 0 = a/r, 0 < 0 < rt/2, r = (a 2 + m2) 1/2. 
Put a = pm, then: 
sin 0 = 
1 p 
cos 0 - p > 0. (1 + p2)1/2, (1 --1- p2)1/2' 
For instance, let us take p = (7 - 4V/3)1/2, then 0 = 5rc/12. With p = 12(n + 1), n/> 0, we have 
from (1.9) 
;o ) x12"+l le-aXsin x dx=O,  n>~O. (1.11) 
Differentiating twice with respect o a 
;o (;) (;)} x l2~n+l )e  -ax  COS X -- sin x dx = O, n ~> O, (1.12) 
xl/~"+l~+1e-":'  1 - - -  3 - sin x - - cos  x dx=0,  n>~0. (1.13) 
P 
So (1.11), (1.12) and (1.13) give respectively, with a = 1: 
0, x~<O, 
g(x) = 
exp(--x1/12)sin(~ xl/1z), x >O, 
(1.14) 
0, x~<0, 
0(x)  = 
x'/~2 exp( -xt/ 'z) { lcos (~ x'/'2 ) - sin ( l xm2 ) }, 1>0,  
(1.15) 
o(x )  = 
O, 
x l /6exp( -x l /12){(1 -~)s in (~x1/12) - -  2 COS (1  X1/12) }, 
P 
x~<O, 
x>O.  
(1.16) 
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When p = 1, then 0 = n/4, we have from (1.10) and (1.9):  
0, x ~< 0, 
g(x) = x l /Zexp( -x l /g)cos(x l /4) ,  x >0,  (1.17) 
J" 0, x ~< 0, 
g(x) (1.18) 
x -1/4 exp( - -x  TM) {cos (x TM) + sin(x1/4)}, x > 0, 
J" 0, x ~< 0, 
g(x) (1.19) 
x TM exp( -x  1/4) {cos (x TM) - sin(xl/4)}, x > 0. 
Remark. I fg is a representation f the null form, then so is x ---, xmg(x)  for each m ~ N and also the 
convolution product h • g where h is a locally integrable function with rapid decay. 
When supp g c ~ +, as for the Stieltjes function, the following functions 
x ~ lx lg (x  2) and x ---, ½ g( Ix l )  
are even representations of the null form and 
x ~ x lx lg (x  2) and x ~ sgnxg(x  2) 
are odd representations of the null form. 
1.2. The Bessel case E8, 4, 9, 10] 
In this case, we have u = M(~), ~ ¢ - n/2, n >>. 0 with 
~(X) = X2; I//(X) = --2(~X + 1), 
1 - ~ (n + 1) (n  + 2~ - 1) 
f l "=(n+~- - l ) (n+a) '  Y .+I= (2n+2a-1) (n+a)2(2n+2a+l ) '  n l>0,  
if {P,},/> 0denotes the sequence of monic Bessel polynomials, verifying 
Po (x) = 1, P1 (x) = x -- flo, 
P.+2(x) = (x - f l ,+ l )P ,+ l (x )  - 7,+aP.(x), n 1> 0. 
Eq. (1.5) becomes 
(xEU) ' -  2(0~x + 1)U = 2g(x) 
or equivalently 
U(x)x2tX- ' )exp  - U(c)c2tX-C°exp =2 g(~)~-Z~exp d~, c>0,  X~R.  
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A possible solution is 
0, x~<0, 
U(x) = 
2x2 '~- l 'exp( - -x2) f ;  ¢_2, exp(~)s(¢)d¢ ' x>0,  
where the function s is given by (1.8). 
First, condition (1.3) is fulfilled, for we have: 
,x2U(x)l <<.12lx2~=exp( 2) f ;  °~ -2~ exp (~)exp(-~1/4)d¢,  x >0,  
Ix2U(x)l<~121x2~exp -- ~-2~exp de+o(1), x~ +0.  
We apply l'Hospital's rule to the ratio 
x - 2~ exp (2/x) lim S~ ~ - 2~ exp (2/¢) d~ = lim = 
x-.+o x-2~exp(2/x) x-++oexp(2/x) {29tax -2~-1 + 2x -~-2}  
so x 2 U(x) -~ 0 when x ~ + 0. 
Further, when x ~ + oc, 
f=+oo IU(x)l ~< 12Ix 2t~=-' ~-2~ exp(--~1/4) d~ = o(exp(--½X1/4). 
Finally, let us show U E La. For 0 < x ~< 1, 
U(x) =O(x)+ O(x21" -  ~'exp ( -- 2 ) )  
with 
O(x) = 2x 2~- x) exp -- ¢-2~ exp s(¢) d~. 
Hence, 
f j  IO(x)dx<<'12lfol~-g~exp(~)ls(¢)l(f]x2~'-2exp(-2)dx) de" 
But, 
; x2~_2exp ( _2)x 
X 2 
lim 
x-~+o 29lax + 2 
l c2~exp(-~)--O~f~x2~-lexp( -2)dx dx =~ -x  
l ¢2~exp(-~)+lO~l~ f x2~-2exp(-2)dx 4 5 
255 
(1.20) 
-0  
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and hence 
f ]x2~-2exp( - -x2)  dx~< 
1 1 ~29tct exp( - 2/¢) 0 ~< ¢ < - -  
2 1 -1~a l~ ' I~1"  
It results in 
f j  lO(x) dx < + oo. 
The function (1.20) is a possible representation whatever a e C. Condit ion (1.7) now becomes 
fo +°°U(x)dx=,~ fo +°°~-2"exp(~)s(~)(ff x2~-aexp(-2)dx)d~=2S'¢O, (1.21) 
with 
fo S==4 ts-S=exp ~ h=_~(t4)e-'sintdt, (1.22) 
h~(t)= fl x2=exp(-2)dx. (1.23) 
2. Some results about 5'0 
Lemma 2.1. We have for a > 0 
1 t 2~+2 (~)  1 t 2~+2 (~)  
21+(a+l ) texp-  <~h~(t)<,.~l+½(a+l)texp- , t>~0, 
I t  2~ f 2"~ l t2~l+t--½at2+O(t3 ) ( ~) 
21¥ expk-7J<h -l(t)<2 l+(a+l ) t  exp - , 
(2.1) 
t >~ O. (2.2) 
F rom (1.23), we have upon integration by parts 
h,(t) = ~ exp - - (a + 1) x2"+ 1 exp - dx. (2.3) 
The monotonic i ty gives 
, ;: the(t) < X 2~t+l exp - dx ~< the(t). 
Hence (2.1) with (2.3). For  (2.2), the first inequality of (2.1) is valid when a -} a - 1 and from (2.3) 
where ot --, a - 1, after a new integration by parts 
1 t2 ~ (1 -- at) exp -- + ~ a(2c¢ + 1)h~(t) (2.4) h~_,(t) -= 
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or with (2.3) 
, (  h~_ l(t) = ~ t 2~ , ) (2) l -~t+~(2~+l ) t  2 ¢xp - 
l~(c~+l ) (2~+l ) f lx2~+lexp( -2 )dx .  
2 
Hence the second inequality from (2.2) follows from the first inequality from the line below (2.3) and 
from the first one from (2.1). 
Corollary 2.2. Putting F~(t) =f~(t)e- '  with f~(t) =f~(t) = t 3-8~ exp(2/t4)h~_ x(t4). Then, for each 
> 0 the function F~ is not decreasing for t >>, O. 
Indeed, we have from (2.2) 
1 t 3 1 t3 1 + t 4 - ½~t 8 + O(t 12) 
2 1 +~t4  ~<f~(t) ~<~ 1~(~+ 1)t 4 , t~>0. 
Therefore f~ (t) > 0 for t > 0 and f~ (0) = 0. 
Remark. This shows that it is not possible to employ the usual monotonicity property for the 
integral (2.6) below. 
Proposition 2.3. We have the following expression 
12"+' fO+ J , -22 , ,  I-I (27+/~) t3-S'exp ~ h,+, , ( t4)e-ts intdt ,  m>~0; ~eC.  (2.5) 
#=0 
From (2.4), and using the Stieltjes representation (1.8) of the null-form, we obtain 
fo (2) S~=20~(20~+1) t3-S'exp ~ h~(t4)e- 's intdt .  
Suppose (2.5) for m >~ 0 fixed. From (2.4) where ~ ~ 0~ + m + 1 
1 2('+"+1)(1 (~+m+l) t )exp(2)  h= +.  (t) = ~ t - - 
1 
+ ~-5 (2(~ + m) + 2)(2(~ + m) + 3) h= +,, + l (t), 
hence easily (2.5) for m --, m + 1. 
Corollary 2.4. We have S-./2 = O, n >10. 
This result is consistent with the fact that the Bessel form is not regular for these values 
of ~. 
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Conjecture 2.5. The unique zeros of S, are ~, = - n/2, n >~ O. 
A partial answer is the following. 
Proposition 2.6. For a >1 6 (2/n) 4, we have S, > O. 
We need Lemma 2.7. 
Lemma 2.7. Consider the following integral 
fo + ~ 
S = F(t) sin t dt (2.6) 
where we suppose F(t) >1 O, continuous, increasing in 0 < t <~ -f and decreasing to zero for t > t. Then, 
if 
f~ sint(F(t) - F(n + t))dt >t (2.7) O, 0<{<~,  
we have S > O. 
Or, if 
O<f~<rt ,  
then S < O. 
f ]  s int(F(t)-  F(n + t) + F(2n + t))dt ~< 0, (2.8) 
Proof. Writing S = $1 + $2 with 
Sl = f f  sintF(t)dt; $2 -.~. ~ (-1)" f f  sintF(nn + t)dt, 
n~l  
we have $2 < 0, for the function F is decreasing in t >1 n. 
It is easily seen that 
- f f  sintF(n +t)dt <S2 < - f f  sintF(n +t)dt  + f f  sintF(2n +t)dt, 
f f s in t (F ( t ) -  F(n + S f f s in t (F ( t ) -  F(n + + F(2n + t))dr t))dt < t) 
Hence the result. [] 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Let us prove (2.7) with F(t) = F~(t) introduced in Corollary 2.2. The 
function F~ has a maximum for t = f = f(~) defined by f~'(f) =f~(f), hence 
4f 3 
f~(t--) = 8 + (8~ - 3)f 4 + fs, (2.9) 
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since 
4 
f ' ( t )=~- -  - - - - -~+~ f~(t). 
But, from the first inequality of (2.2), we have 
1 t 3 
21 +at  4<<'f'(t)' t>>-O, a>0.  
With (2.9) necessarily: f ~< 3. 
On the other hand, the inequalities (2.1) are valid for a ~ ~ - 1 and a >~ 1 - (1/2rt), 0 ~< t ~< 2rt 
- -exp  - <~h,_ l ( t )<<,21+½~tex p - , 0~<t~<2rt  21 +at  
because the function x ~ x 2t'-1) exp ( -2 /x )  is increasing in 0 ~< x ~< 2re for each a ~> 1 - 1/2=. 
Hence, 
1 t 3 1 t 3 1 
21 +at  4 ~< f~(t)~<21 +½at  4' 0~<t~<2rt;  ~>~1--2---~. 
Now, the inequality (2.7) is fulfilled if the following is verified 
(Tt -F t) 3 e-~+ ~dt  ~< sin t - -e - td t .  (2.10) s in t l  +½a(r r+0 4 1 +at  4 
The function t - ,  t3/(1 + ½0~ t 4) is decreasing for t/> tl = (6/~) 1/4 and tl <. =/2 if and only if 
0~ f> 6 (2/r0 4. We have successively 
f f  -~ rc 3 
(Tr + t) 3 e - (~ + t) dt ~< e ½ (1 + e - 
sin t 1 + ½a(rc + t) 4 1 + ½0~ rc 4 
The integral 0 to rc can be split into two parts 0 to tl, and tl to re. 
ft ~ t 3 ; f  t 3 1 + ½~t4 e_t d t 
e - td t= s in t l+½~t  4 l+at  4 sin t 1 + gt 4 
1 1 
~> 
Thus, (2.10) is fulfilled if 
1 ,/~3 f~ 1 ,/~3 
s in te -~dt  = e -~ (e ~/2 + 1). 
2 1 + ½~ =4 )re/2 4 1 + ½art 4 
1 rt3 /-t, t 3 1 rc 3 
Jo ~e-tdt  + (e ~/z + 1)e -~ (2.11) ~(1 + e -~)e -~ 1 + ½~r~4 ~< sint 1 + ~t,~ 4 1 +½~Tt 4" 
But, we have 
1 +e-  ~<½(1 +e~/2). 
Therefore, the inequality (2.11) is satisfied. 
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Uniqueness of t-. For any abscissa ? of an extremum, we have easily 
4 
f~"(t) - f ' ( t )  = - ~ ks(t'), 
where 
32 - t 5 
ks(t)=t + 1-  
8 + (8~ - 3)t 4 + t 5" 
For 8~ -- 3 ~> 0, the function ks is increasing and has a unique positive zero t*. If t- > 0 is the first 
abscissa such that F;(f) = 0, then F~(f) is a maximum and therefore f > t*. So i" > fis not possible, 
since F2 (?) < 0, consequently ~"~< f, hence i" = f. [] 
Remarks. (1) The representation (1.20) is given and the condition (1.7) is proved for ~ = 1 in [6]. 
(2) The method is applicable to any semi-classical form; in particular, to the various modified 
classical forms obtained by a shifting [11, 12]. 
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